There has recently been an increase in interest in the effects of visual interference on memory processing, with the aim of elucidating the role of the perirhinal cortex (PRC) in recognition memory. One view argues that the PRC processes highly complex conjunctions of object features, and recent evidence from rodents suggests that these representations may be vital for buffering against the effects of preretrieval interference on object recognition memory. To investigate whether PRC-dependent object representations play a similar role in humans, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging to scan neurologically healthy participants while they performed a novel interference-match-to-sample task. This paradigm was specifically designed to concurrently assess the impact of object versus spatial interference, on recognition memory for objects or scenes, while keeping constant the amount of object and scene information presented across all trials. Activity at retrieval was examined, within an anatomically defined PRC region of interest, according to the demand for object or scene memory, following a period of object compared with spatial interference. Critically, we found greater PRC activity for object memory following object interference, compared with object memory following scene interference, and no difference between object and scene interference for scene recognition. These data demonstrate a role for the human PRC during object recognition memory, following a period of object, but not scene interference, and emphasize the importance of representational content to mnemonic processing.
Introduction
Despite abundant evidence implicating the perirhinal cortex (PRC) in recognition memory, its precise role remains unclear. Existing theoretical accounts characterize PRC function from differing (but not necessarily contradictory) perspectives, including the types of mnemonic processes [e.g., familiarity: Brown et al. (2010) , Yonelinas et al. (2010) ], computational operations [e.g., pattern generalization: Norman (2010)], and/or representational content [e.g., items/objects: Davachi (2006) , , Ranganath (2010) ] for which the PRC may be critical.
According to one representational account, PRC forms the apex of the ventral visual stream and processes complex conjunctions of object features . These object representations are necessary for successful object recognition memory since they buffer against the effects of object-based interference . This interference, which arises following perceived or imagined objects before retrieval, can share many individual features with a target object, as well as foil stimuli. PRC complex feature conjunctions may resolve such interference and enable target recognition. In two recent experiments the performance of PRC-lesioned rats on object recognition was linked to the degree of interference presented after, or even before the stimuli to-be-remembered, with the presence or absence of interference leading to impaired or intact performance, respectively (Bartko et al., 2010; McTighe et al., 2010) .
Although recent work has demonstrated the detrimental impact of visual interference on object perception in individuals with PRC damage (Barense et al., 2012) , no study has yet, to our knowledge, systematically examined the effects of interference on human PRC contributions to recognition memory, which could offer valuable insight into why PRC damage impairs memory (Bowles et al., 2007) . Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we scanned participants during a novel interferencematch-to-sample (IMTS) task in which they studied an objectin-scene image, underwent a period of directed object or spatial interference, and then at retrieval, were shown target and foil object-in-scene images, which either assessed object or scene memory. Crucially, during encoding/interference, participants were unaware whether object or scene memory would be assessed. This paradigm enabled us to address whether the PRC is associated with object, but not other types of interference (e.g., spatial) for object memory. Moreover, given the scene component, we could test whether PRC interference effects also apply to scene recognition following spatial interference. Since the PRC is critical for object but not scene representations (Lee et al., 2005) , we predicted significant PRC activity during object recognition after object, but not spatial, interference, and no effect of spatial or object interference on PRC activity during scene recognition.
Although our focus was on PRC, this paradigm also allowed us to explore interference-related activity in the parahippocampal cortex (PHC) and hippocampus (HC). Based on evidence that the PHC represents spatial contextual information (Staresina et al., 2011) , one would predict greater activity following scene, compared with object, interference during scene recognition in this region. Predictions for the HC were less clear. Considering its role in spatial processing (Bird and Burgess, 2008) , interference effects in the HC could be scene-specific. Alternatively, in light of other stimulus nonspecific HC processes [e.g., pattern completion: Norman and O'Reilly (2003) ; mismatch detection: Kumaran and Maguire (2007) ], interference effects in this region could be more general.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Twenty-five volunteers (13 female), aged between 19 and 30 years old took part. According to self-report, all were right-handed native-English speakers with normal or corrected to normal vision and no neurological and/or psychiatric disorders. All participants gave written informed consent before the experiment and were paid £10/h. The data from one subject (female) were removed from the analyses due to failure to complete all three scan runs, as well as poor behavioral performance (z Ͼ Ϫ 2.5). The mean age of the remaining 24 participants was 22.87. The experiment and its procedures received ethical approval from the Oxfordshire Research Ethics Committee A (Ref: 07/H0604/115).
Materials and Methods. In this experiment, participants were scanned while they conducted an IMTS task across three scanning runs, separated by a short break to stop and start the scanner. For every IMTS trial there was a study phase, interference phase, and test phase, where the stimuli comprised color pictures of real world objects superimposed onto snapshots of three-dimensional virtual reality scenes (Fig. 1) . At study, a stimulus was presented onscreen for 2800 ms, during which participants were instructed to intentionally encode both the object and scene. Following the 2800 ms study phase and a fixed interval stimulus-interval (ISI) of 200 ms, the inference phase began. During interference, seven stimuli appeared sequentially on-screen for 350 ms each and were separated by a fixed ISI of 250 ms. To investigate the effects of objects versus scene interference (see Introduction), these interfering stimuli were designed to differ from the study item, and each other, by presenting (1) the same scene with a novel visually similar object-object interference (OI); or (2) the same object with a visually similar novel scene-scene interference (SI). To ensure the participants paid attention to the items during the interference phase, one of the interference stimuli (one of items 3-6) appeared twice in a row. Participants were asked to signal this repetition by using the right index finger button on a button box (i.e., a one-back task). A third type of interference (scrambled images) was also included but as this condition does not directly address our current goal of comparing spatial and object interference, these trials were excluded from the behavioral and imaging analyses in the present manuscript.
The end of the interference phase was marked by a variable ISI (mean 4000 ms), which was followed by the test phase. At test two stimuli were presented side-by-side on screen for 3700 ms, one of which comprised the study object/scene pair (target) and the other a novel object-scene image (foil). To assess object or spatial memory, the foil either consisted of the same scene as the target with a novel, but visually similar object [i.e., object recognition (OR)] or the same object with a novel, visually similar scene [i.e., scene recognition SR)]. Using the right index and middle finger buttons, participants indicated whether the left (index) or right (middle) image was the target. The presentation of the target on the left and right hand side of the screen and the location of the repeating object during the interference phase (i.e., fourth-seventh item) were pseudo-random (Յ3 in a row) and fully counterbalanced across IMTS trials. At the end of the test phase there was a variable intertrial-interval (ITI; mean 4000 ms), marking the end of each IMTS trial and the beginning of the next.
Permutations of the two interference conditions of interest (OI, SI), and two test scenarios (OR and SR) resulted in four different IMTS trial types: (1) object recognition, object interference (OROI); (2) object recognition, scene interference (ORSI); (3) scene recognition, object interference (SROI); and finally (4) scene recognition, scene interference (SRSI). There were 36 IMTS trials for each of these conditions (12 per Figure 1 . Example trial types for OROI (a) and ORSI (b). All IMTS trials comprised a study, interference (inter), and test phase. The individual timings for each phase are shown in c. During the study phase an object-in-scene image was presented. Interference either comprised novel objects (object interference; a) or novel scenes (b). In both cases, participants were instructed to detect a repeating item (as indicated by the star) within the 7 presentations. At test, participants had to choose the target stimulus from a similar foil, which either tested object recognition (i.e., the target and foil contain different objects; a, b) or scene recognition (i.e., the target and foil contain different scenes; example not shown).
run), resulting in a total of 144 trials (48 per run) across the entire experiment. The presentation order of trials within runs was based on a Latin matrix design to ensure that no trial type preceded/followed another for an unequal number of times.
To make the stimuli, 648 images of objects were taken from the Hemera Photo Objects database (Volumes I and II), and 648 virtual reality scenes were created using a commercially available game (Dues Ex, Ion Storm L.P) and a freeware software editor (Dues Ex Software Development Kit v.1112f). For the 648 objects and 648 scenes, 144 were study items and targets at test, 72 were used as foils at test, and 72 sets of 6 (432) comprised distractor items for the interference phase. Notably, to maximize the likelihood of observing interference effects, all the objects within each object interference trial (i.e., the target, foil, and interfering items of OROI and SROI) belonged to the same semantic category and were specifically chosen to possess many overlapping visual-features (Fig. 1) . Likewise, all the scenes within each spatial interference trial (i.e., the target, foil, and interfering items of ORSI and SRSI) comprised the same features (e.g., floor/wall/ ceiling color/texture, door, window or floor cavity) rearranged into distinct spatial arrays.
An additional 36 objects and scenes were used to make 8 practice trials (2 for each of the 4 conditions). These were administered in a random order to the participants before scanning to ensure that they fully understood the task instructions.
Scanning procedure. Scanning was performed using a Siemens Magnetom Verio 3T MRI system. The same gradient-echo echo planar imaging sequence was used for all subjects in all three scanning runs. Fortythree slices were collected per image volume and, because temporal lobe regions were the primary area of interest, thinner slices (2.0 mm thickness) were acquired to reduce susceptibility artifacts [interslice distance 0.5 mm, in-plane resolution 3*3 mm, repetition time (TR) ϭ 2400 ms, echo time (TE) ϭ 30 ms, flip angle (FA) ϭ 78°, field of view (FOV) ϭ 192*192*107]. The slices were acquired in a descending order, with an oblique axial tilt relative to the anterior-posterior commissure line (posterior downward) to prevent image ghosting and to maximize coverage of the temporal lobe. Each EPI session was ϳ20 min in duration, which included four dummy scans at the start of the scanning run to allow the MR signal to reach equilibrium. To correct for geometrical distortions in the EPI data due to magnetic-field in-homogeneity, a map of the magnetic field was produced from two 3D FLASH images acquired during the scanning session (Jezzard and Balaban, 1995) . The FLASH acquisitions were prescribed using the same slice orientation as the EPI data to be unwarped. Parameters for the FLASH acquisitions were as follows: TE ϭ 5.19 ms and 7.65 ms, TR ϭ 430 ms, and FA ϭ 60°. Anatomical images were acquired using a standard T1-weighted sequence comprising 178 axial slices (3D FSPGR). Scanning parameters were as follows: TR ϭ 2040 ms, TE ϭ 4.7 ms, FA ϭ 8°; FOV 192*174*192 mm, and 1 mm isotropic resolution.
FMRI data preprocessing. Image data preprocessing and analyses were performed using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) Version 5.98, which is part of FSL (FMRIB Software Library; www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) (Smith et al., 2004) . The following preprocessing steps were applied to each of the three runs of single subject data: (1) motion correction using MCFLIRT, which realigns all images using rigid body registration to a central volume , (2) unwarping of the EPI data using the acquired fieldmaps and PRELUDEϩFUGUE (Jenkinson, 2003) to correct for image distortions arising from magnetic field inhomogeneities, (3) segmentation of brain from nonbrain matter using a mesh deformation approach (BET) (Smith, 2002) , (4) applying spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of FWHM 6.0 mm, (5) grand mean intensity normalization of the entire 4D data by a single multiplicative factor, (6) high-pass temporal filtering using Gaussian-weighted leastsquares straight line fitting with ϭ 50 s, (7) independent component analysis to investigate and remove any noise artifacts (MELODIC) (Beckmann and Smith, 2004) , and finally, (8) registration of the EPI data to high-resolution 3D anatomical T1 scans (per participant) and to a standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI-152) template image (for group average) was performed using a combination of FLIRT and FNIRT (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002) . As such, coordinates (x, y, z) of activity are reported in MNI space.
FMRI data statistical analysis. After preprocessing the three experimental runs for each fMRI time series for each participant, the data were submitted to a general linear model, with one predictor that was convolved with a double-gamma model of the human hemodynamic response function (HRF) for each event-type. The specification of the event types (or explanatory variables, EVs) was guided by the phase of the IMTS trials (e.g., encoding, interference and test: E/I/T), type of interference (object or scene interference: OI/SI), and the type of memory being assessed (object or scene recognition: OR/SR). There were 12 EVs in total: from the encoding phase (1) subsequent object recognition, object interference (OROI-E), (2) subsequent object recognition, scene interference (ORSI-E), (3) subsequent scene recognition, object interference (SROI-E), and (4) subsequent scene recognition, scene interference (SRSI-E); from the interference phase (5) subsequent object recognition, object interference (OROI-I), (6) subsequent object recognition, scene interference (ORSI-I), (7) subsequent scene recognition, object interference (SROI-I), and (8) subsequent scene recognition, scene interference (SRSI-I); and finally from the test phase, (9) object recognition, object interference (OROI-T), (10) object recognition, scene interference (ORSI-T), (11) scene recognition, object interference (SROI-T), and (12) scene recognition, scene interference (SRSI-T). The described encoding, interference, and test phase EVs only comprise the trials in which participants made an accurate match-to-sample judgment at retrieval. As match-to-sample accuracy was high (Fig. 2, left) , however, errors from the test phase were not modeled.
Parameter estimates relating the height of the HRF response to each of the 12 EVs were calculated on a voxel by voxel basis, via a multiple linear regression of the response time course, to create one ␤ image for each regressor/EV per run, per participant. In the light of our predictions (see Introduction), we identified any fMRI signal changes between the OROI-T and ORSI-T EVs as being critical for examining the effects of object interference on PRC contributions to object memory. As such, parameter estimate images were created for contrasts between the OR test EVs: OROI-TϾORSI-T and ORSI-TϾOROI-T. Similarly, as any differences between the SRSI-T and SROI-T EVs were critical for investigating the effect of spatial interference during scene recognition memory, there were also contrasts between the SR test EVs: SROI-TϾSRSI-T and SRSI-TϾSROI-T. Using FEAT, a mean dataset was created per participant from the individual runs in a fixed effects analysis, and the subsequent parameter estimate images were combined in a higher-level (group) mixed effects FLAME analysis (FMRIB's Local Analysis of Mixed Effects) (Beckmann et al., 2003; Woolrich et al., 2004 Woolrich et al., , 2009 ). Patterns of activity were investigated using a method of permutation-based non- Before the planned critical computations described above, analyses were conducted to reinforce our focal interest on the retrieval conditions, and to ensure that any patterns of activity observed for object/scene retrieval (i.e., OROI-T vs ORSI-T; SRSI-T vs SROI-T) did not mutually apply during encoding and interference. In other words, for any effects to be considered relevant to overcoming memory interference during recognition they would need to apply uniquely to processing at the time of memory retrieval. For instance, if the same pattern of activity (e.g., OROIϾORSIϭSROIϭSRSI) were to occur at both encoding and retrieval, it would be unclear whether this effect pertains to overcoming interference during retrieval and/or as a result of an encoding effect that renders items more (or less) resistant to subsequent interference between encoding and retrieval.
For these initial analyses we ran a within-subjects factorial ANOVA across the 12 EVs to identify fluctuations between the different phases of the IMTS trials and the different types of interference and recognition memory. Specifically, averaged per-subject images for each retrieval/interference condition (i.e., OROI, ORSI, SROI and SRSI), from each phase of the IMTS trial (i.e., E, I, and T) were entered in a higher-level mixed effects FLAME analysis, modeling factors of phase (E/I/T), recognition (OR/SR), and interference (OI/SI). An F test was conducted on these data to test for interactions between phase, recognition, and interference. In the presence of significant interactions with phase at this level, two follow-up 2*2*2 ANOVAS were conducted testing for phase by recognition and/or interference interactions in the data from encoding and test, and interference and test. If interactions with phase occurred in one (or both) of these follow-up ANOVAs, patterns of activity across conditions from the retrieval phase were investigated further and considered reliably different from those from the encoding and/or interference phases.
As we were specifically interested in the contribution of the PRC to our task we focused our analyses in this region. First, the left and right PRC were hand drawn in accordance with published guidelines for each participant based on individual neuroanatomy (Insausti et al., 1998) . Second, these masks were registered from subject space to MNI space (using FLIRT) , combined, thresholded to reflect a 50% probability of being the left and right PRC in our subjects, and then binarised. In total, these left and right PRC masks comprised 494 and 435 voxels, respectively.
On finding any significant interactions between the encoding/ interference and test IMTS phases in the group level PRC ROIs, the contrasts OROI-TϾORSI-T, ORSI-TϾOROI-T and SROI-TϾSRSI-T, SRSI-TϾSROI-T were conducted ( p Ͻ 0.05, FWE-svc). Then, we asked whether any resulting clusters identified from these retrieval comparisons were also pertinent to the other stimulus-type (e.g., OROI-TϾORSI-T; SROI-TϾSRSI-T), or were stimulus-specific (e.g., OROI-TϾORSI-T; SROI-TϭSRSI-T). Stimulus-specific clusters were statistically defined as those voxels passing a high threshold for a given recognition/interference contrast ( p Ͻ 0.05, FWE-svc), which were nonsignificant for another recognition/interference contrast (i.e., a masking analysis), even at an extremely low inclusion threshold ( p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected).
Although not the central focus of the current investigation, comparable analyses were performed to investigate the effects of memory interference in the HC and the PHC. As with the PRC, two group level ROIs that comprised Ͼ50% probability of being the left and right HC (left: 364 voxels; right: 392 voxels) and PHC (left: 198 voxels; right: 193 voxels) in our subjects were created from hand-drawn left and right HC and PHC masks for each participant based on existing methods [HC: Watson et al. (1992) , PHC: Lee and Rudebeck (2010)]. Subsequent to any interactions between phase and recognition/interference, results from the four critical retrieval recognition/interference contrasts (OROI-T vs ORSI-T; SROI-T vs SRSI-T) were investigated with a small volume correction within these ROIs ( p Ͻ 0.05, FWE-svc). Significant clusters were also interrogated for stimulus-specificity by assessing the presence of contrasting recognition/interference effects using the liberal threshold contrast masking approach described previously ( p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected).
Results

Behavior
For ease of exposition, interference conditions and object/scene recognition will be generally referred to as "interference" and "recognition," and in all reported factorial ANOVAs the Greenhouse-Geisser (Greenhouse and Geisser, 1959) correction for nonsphericity was applied, where necessary, and is indicated by adjusted degrees of freedom.
Target versus foil match-to-sample (MTS) discrimination was above chance for all of the 4-recognition/interference IMTS conditions (all t (23) Ͼ 17.81, Fig. 2, left) . To investigate possible main effects and interactions between recognition and interference in MTS accuracy, discrimination ratios for the IMTS conditions were entered into a 2*2 ANOVA with factors of recognition (scene vs object) and interference (scene vs object). Results from this ANOVA indicated a significant recognition*interference interaction (F (1,23) ϭ 87.37, p Ͻ 0.01). Follow-up Bonferroni corrected planned pairwise comparisons (4 comparisons, adjusted p Ͻ 0.013) revealed better memory for objects following scene versus object interference (t (23) ϭ 9.56, p Ͻ 0.013), whereas for scene recognition, the reverse was true (t (23) ϭ 4.26, p Ͻ 0.013). When comparing across the recognition conditions, MTS accuracy was superior for scene, compared with object recognition following object interference (t (23) ϭ 6.70, p Ͻ 0.013), whereas performance was better for object versus scene recognition, following scene interference (t (23) ϭ 6.21, p Ͻ 0.013).
To ensure participants attended to the stimuli, they conducted a one-back task during the interference phase. The proportion of correctly identified repeating stimuli-hits (H) and incorrectly identified new stimuli as repeats-false alarms (FA) were calculated for each of the recognition/interference conditions. In accordance with signal detection theory (Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988) , values for H and FA were used to calculate d-prime (d L ) scores as a measure of working memory (WM) accuracy for each recognition/interference condition (e.g., Fig. 2, right) . These d L scores were submitted to a 2*2 ANOVA with factors of recognition (scene vs object) and interference (scene vs object), which also indicated a recognition*interference interaction (F (1,23) ϭ 4.47, p Ͻ 0.05). Follow up tests (4 comparisons, adjusted p Ͻ 0.013) indicated reliably superior WM performance for object compared with scene interference for both object and scene recognition (t (23) Ͼ 6.38, p Ͻ 0.013). There was also a trend for higher WM accuracy across the object and scene memory conditions for scene interference (t (23) ϭ 2.13, p Ͻ 0.05).
As the one-back task was implemented to ensure participants paid attention to the interfering items, it is possible that WM accuracy (d L ) correlated with MTS accuracy. For instance, one may predict a negative correlation between WM and MTS accuracy when the type of interference and recognition were congruent (i.e., OROI, SRSI), reflecting the possibility that greater attention to the interfering items resulted in greater interference and thus, poorer recognition memory. In contrast, the presence of a negative correlation between WM and MTS accuracy when interference and recognition type were incongruent (i.e., ORSI, SROI) would suggest that better MTS accuracy during these conditions compared with the interference-recognition congruent conditions (i.e., OROIϽOISI, SROIϾSRSI) simply reflected poorer attention to the intervening WM task. Alternatively, the absence of any consistent relationship between WM and MTS accuracy may suggest that processes that contribute to successful one-back performance are unlikely to overlap entirely with those that are necessary for successful recognition memory performance and that the MTS behavioral effects we observed are related primarily to the type of interference presented. To investigate this, we ran four paired correlations between the WM and MTS accuracy scores for each of the recognition/interference conditions, applying the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (4 comparisons p ϭ 0.013). Notably, there was no evidence that better WM performance was associated with reduced MTS accuracy in any condition, and the only significant relationship observed was a positive correlation between WM and MTS performance for ORSI (r (24) ϭ 0.52, p Ͻ 0.013; all else: r (24) Ͻ 0.21).
Last, it is possible that there was a relationship between the serial position of the one-back repetition during the interference phase and MTS performance. Specifically, an earlier repetition in the interference phase may have resulted in more time to rehearse the study item, thus leading to better recognition at retrieval. As a result, we calculated MTS accuracy for each recognition/interference condition separately for trials with the earliest (third item position repeats) and latest (sixth item position repeats) serial repetition at interference (across conditions, the difference between early and late repetition MTS accuracy ranged from 0.07 to Ϫ0.02). These early and late repetition MTS discriminations were then entered into a 2*2*2 ANOVA (factors of repetition: early vs late; recognition: object vs scene; interference: object vs scene), which revealed a main effect of repetition (F (1,23) ϭ 5.71, p Ͻ 0.05), in addition to an overall interaction between recognition and interference (F (1,23) ϭ 42.92, p Ͻ 0.01). This main effect of repetition reflected an average early versus late difference in MTS accuracy of 0.03 (SE ϭ 0.01) across all conditions. Notably, as there were no interactions between repetition and recognition, and/or interference (F (2,48) Ͻ 2.49, p Ͼ 0.13), one can assume that the advantage of early WM repetition on MTS accuracy was equally pertinent to all of the object and scene interference/recognition conditions.
In sum, the recognition*interference interactions in MTS accuracy (e.g., OROIϽORSI; SROIϾSRSI) were not reflected in the pattern of findings from (1) correlational analyses between WM and MTS accuracy; or (2) the analysis of the impact of early versus late serial position effects on MTS discrimination. Thus, the observed MTS behavioral effects can be attributed to the type of interfering information present during the delay, as opposed to the amount of attention paid to the interfering items and/or performance on the WM task.
FMRI data
In the first stage of our analyses, encoding (E) versus interference (I) versus test (T) phase-related differences in PRC activity across the four object/scene recognition (OR/SR) and interference conditions (OI/SI) were assessed via a 3*2*2 (phase vs recognition vs interference) within-subjects ANOVA comprising average persubject images for each of the 12 conditions of interest (see Materials and Methods). Results from this ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between phase and interference in the right PRC (peak: 28, Ϫ 8, Ϫ 44; p Ͻ 0.005, FWE-svc, 244 voxels), and a significant interaction between phase and interference in the left PRC (peak: Ϫ 24, Ϫ 10, Ϫ 42; p Ͻ 0.01, FWE-svc; 186 voxels; Fig. 3 ). When activity in the right hemisphere was compared separately across encoding versus test, and interference versus test in two follow-up 2*2*2 ANOVAs, a phase*interference interaction was apparent in both tests (encoding vs test peak: 28, Ϫ 8, Ϫ 44; p Ͻ 0.05, FWEsvc; 188 voxels; interference vs test peak: 28, Ϫ 8, Ϫ 44; p Ͻ 0.01, FWEsvc; 290 voxels). In the left PRC, these 2*2*2 analyses indicated a twoway phase*interference interaction for encoding versus test (peak: Ϫ 24, Ϫ 10, Ϫ 42; p Ͻ 0.05, FWE-svc; 146 voxels), and a three-way phase*recognition*interference interaction for interference versus test (peak: Ϫ 26, Ϫ 8, Ϫ 42; p Ͻ 0.05, FWE-svc; 133 voxels).
In accordance with our specific hypothesis, we followed up the interactions between phase and recognition and/or interference in the left and right PRC via pairwise comparisons between OROI-T and ORSI-T, and between SROI-T and SRSI-T. The results from these four contrasts revealed significant effects for OROI-TϾORSI-T in the left PRC only, in the same location for which significant interactions between phase and interference (overall; encoding vs test) and phase, interference, and recognition (interference vs test) were observed (peak: Ϫ 26, Ϫ 8, Ϫ 42, p Ͻ 0.005, FWE-svc; 99 voxels; Fig. 3 ). Interestingly, subsequent masking analyses revealed that this OROIϾORSI activity did not apply to scene recognition, as characterized by no equivalent interference effect between the SROI and SRSI conditions, even at an extremely low threshold for inclusion ( p Ͼ 0.05, uncorrected) . Neither the OROI-T versus ORSI-T, nor the SROI-T versus SRSI-T pairwise comparisons reached significance in the right PRC (all p Ͼ 0.18 FWE-svc).
Next, an identical four-step analysis was conducted to test for effects of object and spatial interference on object and scene memory in our group level HC ROIs. Overall interactions in these ROIs were for phase*interference bilaterally (left peak: Ϫ22, Ϫ10, Ϫ30; p Ͻ 0.001; 282 voxels; right peak: 26, Ϫ8, Ϫ30; p Ͻ 0.001, FWE-svc; 310 voxels; Fig. 4 ). The subsequent 2*2*2 ANOVAs indicated a marginal phase*recognition interaction for encoding versus test in the right HC (peak: 20, Ϫ8, Ϫ28; p ϭ 0.08, FWE-svc; 109 voxels), and significant phase*interference interactions for interference versus test in the left and right HC (left peak: Ϫ22, Ϫ10, Ϫ30; p Ͻ 0.001, FWE-svc; 306 voxels; right peak: 26, Ϫ10, Ϫ30; p Ͻ 0.001, FWE-svc; 347 voxels). Follow up tests on the retrieval data further revealed that, in contrast to left PRC, there was a significant effect of SRSI-TϾSROI-T in the right HC in a similar region to which the significant interaction effects were observed (peak: 28, Ϫ14, Ϫ26; p Ͻ 0.01, FWE-svc; 76 voxels; Fig. 4 ). Masking analyses indicated that this SRSI-TϾSROI-T right HC activity did not apply to object recognition, as there were no significant differences between OROI-T and ORSI-T even at a liberal threshold (p Ͼ 0.07, uncorrected). Notably, there was a trend for SRSI-TϾSROI-T in the left HC (peak: Ϫ28, Ϫ12, Ϫ24; p ϭ 0.08, FWE-svc; 21 voxels).
As this effect failed to reach significance, however, subsequent masking analyses were not conducted.
Finally, we also investigated differences in activity in the PHC. The initial 3*2*2 ANOVA indicated that there was an overall phase*interference interaction in the right PHC ROI only (peak: 26, Ϫ28, Ϫ26; p Ͻ 0.01, FWE-svc; 119 voxels; Fig.  5 ). Due to the lack of interactions with phase at this level in the left PHC ROI (all p Ͼ 0.27 FWE-svc), follow up analyses (e.g., 2*2*2 ANOVAs) were not conducted for this region (see Materials and Methods). The 2*2*2 ANOVAs in right PHC indicated reliable and marginal (respectively) two-way phase*interference interactions for encoding versus test (peak: 26, Ϫ28, Ϫ26; p Ͻ 0.01, FWE-svc; 125 voxels) and interference versus test (peak: 22, Ϫ32, Ϫ22; p ϭ 0.06, FWE-svc; 71 voxels). Pairwise comparisons between the test conditions in this region revealed a significant cluster for SRSI-TϾSROI-T in the same location (peak: 20, Ϫ34, Ϫ20; p Ͻ 0.005, FWE-svc; 52 voxels; Fig. 5 ). In contrast to the right HC, however, masking analyses indicated the presence of an ORSI-TϾOROI-T effect (peak: 18, Ϫ32, Ϫ20; p Ͻ 0.01, uncorrected; 13 voxels).
Discussion
Using a novel IMTS paradigm, we have demonstrated that the human PRC is sensitive to memory interference. Critically, this effect applies particularly to the object domain, where PRC involvement is greatest when object information is relevant during both interference and memory retrieval. Motivated by previous work highlighting a role for the PRC in processing complex objects Lee et al., 2005; Barense et al., 2007) , our task was specifically designed to examine the effects of interference (in the form of successive presentations of novel, but visually similar, objects or scenes) on object versus scene recognition memory. Since objects and scenes were always presented simultaneously, but only memory for one was assessed, participants had to process both object and scene details throughout the IMTS trials. Furthermore, in contrast to previous experiments in which different stimuli were often presented separately (Preston et al., 2010) , our paradigm enabled us to compare memory for objects and scenes, while holding the other type of information constant.
Using this task we observed greater PRC activity when object memory was assessed following object interference, compared with spatial interference (OROI-TϾORSI-T). Importantly, follow-up inclusive masking analyses indicated no significant differences in activity within these PRC voxels during scene recognition following object or spatial inference (SRSI-TϭSROI-T), even at a liberal inclusion threshold ( p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected).
The reported pattern of PRC activity during retrieval supports a hierarchical-representational account of PRC function, which suggests that PRC-dependent complex object representations contribute to object recognition memory by buffering against the effects of visual interference at the object featural level (Saksida and Bussey, 2010). Thus, greater PRC activity for OROI-T, compared with ORSI-T, could reflect increased demand for these PRC-dependent representations because MTS performance could no longer be supported via single object features due to the interfering objects sharing individual features with the object memoranda. When scene memory was assessed (SRSI-T, SROI-T) or when object memory was tested after spatial interference (ORSI-T), these representations were less critical for recognition performance, leading to reduced levels of PRC activity.
Critically, the observed pattern of PRC activity during test was not evident during the encoding or interference phases (as indicated by significant phase*interference and phase*recognition*interference interactions, respectively). First, this indicates that the effects at retrieval cannot be explained easily by pre-existing differences in fMRI activity at earlier stages of the IMTS trial. In particular, although encoding efficacy at study may influence the resistance of memories to visual interference (Bartko et al., 2010) , our current PRC findings apply uniquely to the test phase of the paradigm. Second, these interactions with phase, in combination with an activity increase for object interference during the delay (OROI-IϾORSI-I; SROI-IϾSRSI-I) that markedly alters due to the demand for object versus scene retrieval at test (Fig. 3c) , provide further support for the representational account of object interference and memory put forward here.
As there were insufficient trials to model forgotten items, our study cannot speak directly to the relationship between retrieval success and the role of PRC-dependent object representations for interference resolution. Nevertheless, considering reports that object recognition deficits in rodents with PRC damage are exacerbated by increasing visual interference before retrieval (Bartko et al., 2010) or ameliorated by reducing interference (McTighe et al., 2010) , it is evident that PRC object representations contribute significantly to successful object recognition following interference. What is unclear, however, is whether this PRC involvement is predictive of retrieval success, or whether PRC representations that are elicited following sufficient levels of interference are passed forward to higher-order executive regions responsible for overcoming the interference (i.e., ventrolateral prefrontal cortex) (Badre and Wagner, 2007) .
Although our study is, to our knowledge, the first to demonstrate the contribution of the human PRC to resolving object interference during object recognition, a handful of fMRI experiments have similarly investigated the neural correlates of interference or distraction using different stimulus materials (Sakai and Passingham, 2004; Schultz et al., 2012) . Schultz et al. (2012) observed increased PRC activity for face, but not scene, memory following a period of high interference/distraction, compared with no interference/distraction. Notably, however, the interfering/distracting information comprised a combination of novel faces and scenes, and thus, the effect of stimulus-type could not be ascertained. Moreover, since the type of distracting information was not controlled, it is unclear whether the pattern of PRC activity observed by Schultz et al. reflects fluctuations in retrieval demands due to the global effects of distraction (Sakai et al., 2002) , or the type and amount of interfering information. Our study adds significantly to these findings by demonstrating that the PRC specifically activates following object, but not scene, interference during object recognition memory. Importantly, our PRC findings are unlikely to reflect increased retrieval demands. First, although there was a difference in the type of information, the amount of interference across IMTS trials was equivalent. Second, no interference effects were observed in PRC for scenes.
It is conceivable that the enhanced PRC activity for OROI-T could, in fact, reflect the presentation of valid attentional cues (in the form of the interfering objects) before object memory retrieval. This is since classic cued attention paradigms have demonstrated that the presentation of a valid, but not invalid, cue leads to increased visual cortex and extrastriate activity during visual target search (Moran and Desimone, 1985; Hopfinger et al., 2000; Corbetta et al., 2005; Munneke et al., 2008) . In our opinion, this alternative interpretation of our data is unlikely. As cued attention typically has a facilitatory effect on task performance (Spitzer et al., 1988; Posner and Petersen, 1990) , an attentional explanation would predict superior MTS accuracy when the domain of the interfering items matches that of the memory assessed at retrieval (i.e., memory performance for OROIϾORSI; SRSIϾSROI). Contrary to this, however, we found that object and scene interference had a detrimental impact on object and scene memory performance, respectively (ORSIϾOROI; SROIϾSRSI; Fig. 2 ), in accordance with a representationalinterference interpretation of our data.
Finally, the observed pattern of PRC activity at retrieval (Fig. 3 ) could also reflect the presentation of repeating objects during ORSI-I compared with novel objects during OROI-I, leading to reduced PRC activation for ORSI-T compared with OROI-T (a repetition suppression effect) . Although this account is plausible, considering the overall phase*interference (3*2) and interference versus test-phase*recognition*interference (2*2*2) interactions in the left PRC, as well as the profile of activity across IMTS trials for ORSI/OROI, we argue that it cannot explain our data entirely (see Results; Fig. 3c ). More specifically, it is apparent that ORSI is characterized by little/no fluctuation in activity from encoding through to interference, and a slight increase from interference to test. Critical for this alternative explanation, however, activity for ORSI should reduce during interference due to the presence of repeating objects.
The incorporation of scene stimuli allowed us to investigate the relationship between spatial memory interference and fMRI activity in the HC and PHC, regions suggested to process spatial/ contextual information (Staresina et al., 2011) . In contrast to PRC, analyses revealed greater HC and PHC activity for scene recognition following scene interference, compared with scene recognition following object interference (SRSI-TϾSROI-T). Interestingly, although the inclusive masking analyses in PHC also indicated an effect of ORSI-TϾOROI-T (at an uncorrected threshold), the same analysis revealed no difference between OROI-T and ORSI-T in HC.
At first glance, this pattern of activity in the right HC at retrieval is not inconsistent with the possibility that this region contributes to the resolving of scene-based interference during scene recognition. A closer inspection of the profiles of activity in HC reveals a number of complications that render this straightforward interpretation difficult. The SRSI-TϾSROI-T effect in HC propagated from a decrease for SROI trials from interference to retrieval, with activity at retrieval for these trial types being less than that for the other conditions of interest (Fig. 4c) . The reasoning behind this profile of activity is not immediately clear. Broadly speaking, as the HC has been implicated in a number of interrelated, domain-general processes, such as match-mismatch detection, associative/relational binding, and pattern completion (Norman and O'Reilly, 2003; Kumaran and Maguire, 2007; Ranganath, 2010) , our paradigm may have placed a demand on some or all of these processes to varying degrees across the different trial types given the nature of the stimuli used (i.e., objects presented with scenes). In short, further research is necessary to clarify how memory retrieval in the HC is influenced by visual interference and whether the interference-related processes in these regions are comparable or distinct to those postulated for the PRC.
The pattern in the PHC (SRSI-TϾSROI-T; ORSI-TϾ OROI-T) suggests a general response to scene interference, as well as scene recognition. Considering the activity in PHC across the MTS paradigm (Fig. 5c) , all conditions exhibited substantial activity increases from interference to retrieval, with this difference being greatest for SRSI and SROI. Notably, however, the object, but not scene, interference conditions were associated with sizeable PHC activity decreases during the interference phase (SROI-I; OROI-I), perhaps reflecting a suppression effect of presenting repeating scenes. As such, it may be more appropriate to describe the current PHC effect as an interplay between spatial repetition-suppression, as well as spatial-interference and spatial memory. Nevertheless, these data are consistent with views proposing dissociable roles for the PRC and PHC in item/ object and context/spatial memory, respectively (Ranganath, 2010; Staresina et al., 2011) .
In conclusion, we have provided novel fMRI evidence that sheds light on the contribution of the PRC to recognition memory. As our data indicate that activity in the PRC during object recognition is sensitive to visual object, but not spatial interference, they support a hierarchical-representational account, which characterizes PRC function according to the type and complexity of the memoranda, as opposed to the underlying processes that support remembering. Finally, our findings are consistent with the suggestion that amnesia after brain damage may be better understood, not only in terms of the loss of specific mnemonic processes (e.g., encoding/retrieval) but also in terms of the type of visual information that may be represented in the damaged region and the degree to which relevant visual interference has occurred .
